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SNO+ Neutrinoless Double Beta Decay with
Tellurium-Loaded Liquid Scintillator
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Principal goal: economical, scalable approach to 0νββ; achieving sensitivity 
to mββ in the parameter space corresponding to the Inverted Neutrino Mass 
Ordering…and beyond

130Te has 34% natural abundance = no costly isotopic enrichment req’d

J. Detwiler

Current Limits and Future Goals
• Present best limits: 

• 136Xe (KamLAND-Zen): T1/2 > 1026 yrs 

• 76Ge (GERDA): T1/2 > 1026 yrs 

• 130Te (CUORE): T1/2 > 3x1025 yrs 

• Future goal:  
~2 OoM improvement in T1/2 

• Covers IO 

• Up to 50% of NO 

• Factor of ~few in Λ 

• An aggressive experimental goal
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Tellurium for Double Beta Decay

130Te & 136Xe have the 
smallest 2νββ/0νββ ratio

0νββ decay with SNO+
• Load the scintillator with Te

• Double beta decay isotope: 130Te

• Long 2νββ half-life: ~ 7x1020 years 

• High Q-value : ~2.5 MeV 

• High natural abundance: ~30% 

• No absorption lines in PMT sensitive region 

• Scalable: by increasing loading 

• Loading method: Te acid + butanediol (TeBD)

• Initially loading 0.5% (funding secured) 

• ~1330 kg of 130Te 

• Good optics: transparent, low scattering
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SNO+ advantages
• Scalable loading 
• Low backgrounds 

• External shielding 
• Scintillator self-shielding 
• LAB purification
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matrix element. An uncertainty of a factor of three in the 
matrix element thus corresponds to nearly an order of mag-
nitude uncertainty in the amount of material required, e.g. 
to cover the parameter space corresponding to the inverted 
hierarchy. If the experiment is background-limited, the uncer-
tainty is even larger [111]. An informed decision about how 
much material to use in an expensive experiment will require 
a more accurate matrix element.

Second, the uncertainty affects the choice of material to be 
used in !""0  decay searches, a choice that is a compromise 
between experimental advantages and the matrix element 
value. Figure! 5 (top) shows nuclear matrix elements calcu-
lated in different approaches, and because of the spread of the 
results (roughly the factor of three above) we can conclude 
only that the matrix element of 48Ca is smaller than those 
of the other !""0  decay candidates. And the differences in 
the expected rate, a product of the nuclear matrix elements 
and phase-space factors, are even more similar (see "gure!5 

bottom, and equation! (9)) [112]. Better calculations would 
make it easier to select an optimal isotope.

Finally, and perhaps most obviously, we need matrix ele-
ments to obtain information about the absolute neutrino 
masses once a !""0  decay lifetime is known. Reducing the 
uncertainty in the matrix element calculations will be crucial 
if we wish to fully exploit an eventual measurement of the 
decay half-life. Even the interpretation of limits is hindered 
by matrix-element uncertainty. The blue band in  "gure! 1 
represents the upper limit of <!!m 61–165 meV from the 
KamLAND-Zen experiment [5]. The uncertainty, again a fac-
tor of about three, is due almost entirely to the matrix ele-
ment. And the real theoretical uncertainty, at this point, must 
be taken to be larger; the ‘gA problem’, which we discuss in 
section!4, has been ignored in this analysis. We really need 
better calculations. Fortunately, we are now "nally in a posi-
tion to undertake them.

3. Nuclear matrix elements at present

As we have noted, calculated matrix elements at present carry 
large uncertainties. Matrix elements obtained with differ-
ent nuclear-structure approaches differ by factors of two or 
three. Figure! 5 compares matrix elements produced by the 
shell model [82, 113, 114], different variants of the quasipar-
ticle random phase approximation (QRPA) [81, 115–117], 
the interacting boson model (IBM) [109], and energy density 
functional (EDF) theory [118–120]. The strengths and weak-
nesses of each calculation are discussed in detail later in this 
section.

Some of these methods can be used to compute single-! 
and !""2  decay lifetimes. It is disconcerting to "nd that pre-
dicted lifetimes for these processes are almost always shorter 
than measured lifetimes, i.e. computed single Gamow–Teller 
and !""2  matrix elements are too large [121–123]. The prob-
lems are usually ‘cured’ by reducing the strength of the spin-
isospin Gamow–Teller operator !", which is equivalent to 
using an effective value of the axial coupling constant that 
multiplies this operator in place of its ‘bare’ value of !g 1.27A . 
This phenomenological modi"cation is sometimes referred to 
as the ‘quenching’ or ‘renormalization’ of gA. In section!4 we 
review possible sources of the renormalization, none of which 
has yet been shown to fully explain the effect, and their conse-
quences for !""0  matrix elements.

3.1. Shell model

The nuclear shell model is a well-established many-body 
method, routinely used to describe the properties of medium-
mass and heavy nuclei [121, 124, 125], including candidates 
for !!-decay experiments. The model, also called the ‘con-
"guration interaction method’ (particularly in quantum chem-
istry [126, 127]), is based on the idea that the nucleons near 
the Fermi level are the most important for low-energy nuclear 
properties, and that all the correlations between these nucleons 
are relevant. Thus, instead of solving the Schrödinger equa-
tion!for the full nuclear interaction in the complete many-body 

Figure 5. Top panel: nuclear matrix elements ( !M 0 ) for !""0  decay 
candidates as a function of mass number A. All the plotted results 
are obtained with the assumption that the axial coupling constant 
gA is unquenched and are from different nuclear models: the shell 
model (SM) from the Strasbourg–Madrid (black circles) [113], 
Tokyo (black circle in 48Ca) [114], and Michigan (black bars) [82] 
groups; the interacting boson model (IBM-2, green squares) [109]; 
different versions of the quasiparticle random-phase approximation 
(QRPA) from the Tübingen (red bars) [115, 116], Jyväskylä (orange 
times signs) [81], and Chapel Hill (magenta crosses) [117] groups; 
and energy density functional theory (EDF), relativistic (downside 
cyan triangles) [118, 119] and non-relativistic (blue triangles) 
[120]. QRPA error bars result from the use of two realistic nuclear 
interactions, while shell model error bars result from the use of 
several different treatments of short range correlations. Bottom 
panel: associated !""0  decay half-lives, scaled by the square of the 
unknown parameter !!m .

Rep. Prog. Phys. 80 (2017) 046301
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Goldberger–Treiman relation = + !qg q m g q m2P N A
2 2 2 2( ) ( )/( ), 

with mN and !m  the nucleon and pion masses, connects the 
pseudoscalar and axial terms and is accurate enough for our 
purposes. The momentum-transfer dependence of the axial 
and vector terms can be parameterized in several ways by 
!tting experimental data [43, 44]. A non-relativistic reduc-
tion of the matrix elements in equation"(8) leads to the form 

!= ! " # +q q x xJ i OexpL a a a a( ) ( ) ˆ( ) , where the operator xO aˆ( ) 
acts on space and spin variables of the ath nucleon and the 
isospin-raising !+a  operator makes the nucleon a proton if it is 
initially a neutron.

The second approximation, known as closure, begins with 
the observation that to contribute signi!cantly to the ampl-
itude, the momentum transfer must be on the order of an aver-
age inverse spacing between nucleons, about 100 MeV. The 
closure approximation is to neglect the intermediate-state-
dependent quantity !E En i (which is generally small com-
pared to | |q ) in the denominator of equation"(7), so that En can 
be replaced by a state-independent average value Ē and the 
contributions of intermediate states can be summed implic-
itly in equation" (7). This approximation avoids the explicit 
calculation of excited states of the intermediate odd–odd 
nucleus up to high energies, a nuclear structure calculation 
that is computationally much more involved than obtaining 
the initial and !nal states in the decay. Because the momen-
tum transfer in !""2  decay (limited by the Q-value of the 
transition) is of the same order of magnitude as !E En i, the 
closure approximation cannot be used there. For that reason, 
some methods that focus on low-lying states or even–even 
nuclei can be applied to !""0  decay but not to !""2  decay. 
Approaches that do allow an evaluation of the contributions of 
each intermediate state suggest that a sensible choice of Ē can 
allow the closure approximation to reproduce the unapproxi-
mated !""0  matrix element to within 10% [45–49]. It is worth 
noting, however, that tests of the closure approximation have 
not included states above tens of MeV. Since higher-energy/
shorter-range dynamics could be important, future closure 
tests should include them.

Assuming the closure approximation is accurate, and 
neglecting terms associated with the emission of p-wave elec-
trons (which are expected to be a few percent of those associ-
ated with s-wave electrons) and the small electron energies 
!E E 2e e1 2( )/  in the denominator of equation"(7), one has the 

expression

=!
! ! ""

!T G Q Z M m, ,1 2
0 1

0 0
2 2[ ] ( )/ (9)

where ! "Q E Ei f , Z is the proton number, and !G Q Z,0 ( ) 
comes from the phase-space integral and has recently been 
re-evaluated with improved precision [50, 51]. The ‘nuclear 
matrix element’ !M0  [52–54] is given by
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Here the nucleon coordinates are all operators that, like spin 
and isospin operators, act on nuclear states. The nuclear 
radius, R, is inserted by convention to make the matrix ele-
ment dimensionless, with a compensating factor in !G0  in 
equation"(9). The quantity =| ! |x xrab a b  is the magnitude of 
the inter-nucleon position vector, and = !x xr rab a b abˆ ( )/  is the 
corresponding unit vector. The objects j0 and j2 denote spheri-
cal Bessel functions, and the h parameters, called neutrino 
potentials, are de!ned in momentum space by
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where terms of higher order in 1/mN, coming from the 
 nonrelativistic expansion of equation"(8), have been neglected.

Sometimes the operators inside the matrix elements of equa-
tion" (11) are multiplied by a radial function f(rab), designed 
to take into account short-range correlations that are omitted 
by Hilbert-space truncation in most many-body calcul ations. 
Several parameterizations of f have been proposed; they are 
based either based on a Jastrow ansatz [55], the unitary cor-
relator operator method [56], Brueckner–Goldstone calcul-
ations [57, 58] or nuclear matter correlation functions [59]. 
Even though the prescriptions differ from one another, those 
that preserve isospin symmetry (the Jastrow ansatz does not 
[60]) have small effects on !""0  matrix elements when the 
momentum dependence of the transition operator is taken 
fully into account [61, 62].

For completeness, we write down the decay rate for !""2  
decay, which is permitted in the Standard Model and there-
fore does not depend on neutrino mass or charge-conjugation 
properties. This process is sketched in !gure"3 and the decay 
rate can be derived in a similar way as for !""0  decay, with 
the result that
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where !G Q Z,2 ( ) is the corresponding phase-space factor (also 
calculated to high precision in [50, 51]) and
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0.5% natTe in SNO+ is 
1,330 kg of isotope in the 
detector!
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Figure 3: An exaggeration of the double beta decay energy spectrum, with a 0⌫�� peak at the
Q-value of the process. The figure on the top right, where the 2⌫�� spectrum overlaps the 0⌫��
peak, is more realistic[13].

3 0⌫�� Experiments

The long halflife of 0⌫�� in isotopes relative to their 2⌫�� complicates the design of 0⌫��
experiments. The number of decays can be calculated using the radioactive decay law to be

N = log

✓
2
✏ ·M ·NA

W

t

T 0⌫
1/2

◆
(6)

where M is the mass of the 0⌫�� isotope, W is the molar mass, NA is the Avogadro constant, and
✏ is the baseline e�ciency. From this equation, for a Majorana mass of 50 meV, an experiment
would require on the order of 102 kg of the �� isotope for an event rate of 1 year�1. The
construction and operation of the detector large enough for use in the observation of 0⌫��
already provides obvious cost-related challenges. Additionally, concerns such as scaling up known
technologies to larger masses not only provide their own set of development challenges, but can
often be conflicting with other experimental factorsl[16].

These challenges are exacerbated when considering the large number of background processes
that can mimic a 0⌫�� signal. There are a large number of radiogenic or cosmogenic background
sources which have to be reduced or suppressed. This typically involves complicated or expensive
requirements such as stringent cleanliness procedures, choosing specific radiopure materials, and
placing the experiments deep underground. Even in an unrealistic ideal condition where the
experiment is exposed to no radiogenic or cosmogenic background sources, any 0⌫�� experiment
would have to contend with signals from 2⌫�� decay. The detection mechanism here is the
observation of the emitted electron energies - in a 0⌫�� scenario, the sum of the kinetic energies
from the two electrons will always be equal to the Q-value of the decay. However, this means
good energy resolutions will be necessary to prevent the electron energy spectrum from 2⌫��
decay from spreading over the substantially smaller 0⌫�� peak.

The large number of parameters that are di�cult to optimise in the design of a 0⌫�� exper-
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Reports on Progress in Physics

REVIEW

Status and future of nuclear matrix elements for
neutrinoless double-beta decay: a review
To cite this article: Jonathan Engel and Javier Menéndez 2017 Rep. Prog. Phys. 80 046301

 

View the article online for updates and enhancements.
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Thoughts on Future NLDBD Sensitivity
(for all experiments)

□ Signal / Background
□ an affordable way to deploy a large quantity of isotope is required to 

reach non-degenerate “Normal Mass Ordering” sensitivity
□ “Background Index” = counts/keV/kg/yr
□ to improve backgrounds, one can improve
□ “keV” energy resolution – SNO+ has increased the light yield of the 

TeLS in recent R&D
□ “counts/kg-yr” – low radioactivity techniques have been developed by 

SNO+ with underground purification of tellurium just getting started    
→ potential for future improvement

□ two-electron (single site) signal topology to suppress backgrounds – 
many experiments have event classifiers like single-site/multi-site 
discrimination, including SNO+ (also Cherenkov/scintillation separation R&D)

□ tagging the DBD daughter nucleus – an interesting capability being 
developed by nEXO and NEXT 
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Δ log L

0νββ

Compton length for 1 MeV 
γ in LAB ~20cm, vs vertex 

resolution of ~10cm

(Dunger and Biller, NIM, 943, 162420, 1 November 2019, arXiv:1904.00440)

In situ calibration of technique
multi-site events:
• α-tagged 214Bi & 208Tl decays

• external γ’s (dominant at higher radius)

single-site events:
• 2νββ events (dominant at lower energy)

• 8B solar ν (dominant at higher energies)

can also use deployed sources

use time residuals 
from vertex fit to form 
PDFs for a likelihood 
discriminant

Can identify signal as distinct from cosmogenic background -> discovery experiment!

Multi-site event discrimination in large liquid scintillation detectors

Dunger and Biller, NIM 943, 162420, (2019) 



LS purification and filling was progressing well Tellurium purification and 
loading systems completed: 
undergoing commissioning

Scintillator fill paused 
halfway due to 
COVID-19

known

scint data: target achieved, 
awaiting Te dataconstrained by water 

data: target achieved

can be verified with 
multi-site analysis  

(NIM 943, 162420, 2019)

known

RoI Targets (9.5 cts/yr) Measured unloaded 
LS light levels at or 
above expectation

Phase I Status

WATER EXTRACTION

SUCCESSFUL DEPLOYMENT 
OF PFA WATER EXTRACTION
▸ Huge effort came to fruition 10th December 

2019 

▸ Tube is visible in our detector Photos. 

▸ Part of the scint plant increasing injection 
rate. 

▸ Mitigates spoiling RO units with ‘Mayo’  
(emulsified water+LAB Mixture)
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Scintillator samples 
with several percent 
Te are stable on the 
timescales of years

Te-loading technology now achieves levels of several 
percent with improved light yield - can use existing SNO+ 
Phase I Te loading systems (now being commissioned)

original loading scheme
improved loading
improved loading  
+ boosted PPO

Phase II Progress:



The cost of additional loading is ~$2M per tonne of 0νββ isotope, which 
is 1-2 orders of magnitude less expensive than any other approach!

Technology looks economically viable for significant scale-up in future 
experiment to pursue discovery-level sensitivity beyond the Inverted 
Ordering range of mββ parameter space

SNO+ Phased Loading Plan 
(no detector upgrades required)

SNO+ Phase II  
5yr Half-life Sensitivity vs Loading
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SNO+ Physics Program

‣ Neutrinoless double beta decay

‣ Solar neutrinos

‣ Reactor antineutrinos

‣ Geo neutrinos

‣ Supernova neutrinos

‣ Nucleon decay

Solar Neutrinos

fBBOREXINO, TAUP 2017

“Metallicity problem” persists, 
and CNO still not measured.

Nevertheless, most precision 
physics here will wait until Te
removed, and depends on 
leaching.

SNO+ Fit to simulation
SNO+ Simulation Flux precision

Bonventre/Orebi Gann

Depth provides good pep precision compared 
to BOREXINO. CNO can be done if we 
constraint 210Bi

SNO+ at Neutrino 2018, Gabriel D. Orebi Gann

Physics Program
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Neutrinoless	double	
beta	decay

Solar	neutrinos

Reactor	antineutrinos

Geo-	
neutrinos

Neutrino	probes	of	
supernovae Invisible	modes	of	

nucleon	decay

Reactor Antineutrinos
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2 = 4.8e-5 eV2
21m∆

 = 0.29712θ2sin
 = 0.021413θ2sin

Precision expected to be 
about 0.2 x10-5 eV2 on Dm2.

SNO+ has only a 
few dominant 
reactors at 
“magic” baselines

Stefan Nae



“Physics and Other Research Goals”
□ (asked for by Mike) Other research goals include: 
□ Purification of tellurium to remarkably low levels of trace 

impurities, at the tonne-scale, underground! 
□ Earth Sciences: geo neutrino measurement adds to 

knowledge of radiogenic heat power in the deep Earth and 
tests models of bulk Earth chemical composition



Summary – SNO+ Long Range Plans
□ SNO+ Water Phase finished 
□ 3 physics results published 
□ another 2-3 physics results to follow 

□ Filling with liquid scintillator resumes when COVID-19 restrictions ease 
□ Physics results from scintillator partial fill 
□ Physics results from unloaded scintillator: 
□ solar neutrinos? 
□ reactor and geo antineutrinos (brief duration)  

□ Purify Te, synthesize TeDiol and add to the detector: starts the SNO+ 
double beta decay Phase I 
□ reactor and geo antineutrinos also during Te DBD Phase 
□ 8B solar neutrinos down to Qββ endpoint also 

□ Evaluation of Te DBD technique and prospects → procurement of more Te and 
butanediol, operation of Te process systems to gradually increase loading 
□ adjust LS cocktail to further boost light yield (no more R&D needed)

Several $M procurement 
of Te and chemicals req’d



SNO+ Collaboration

Univ. of Alberta 
UC Berkeley / Lawrence Berkeley National Lab 
Boston Univ. 
Brookhaven National Lab 
Univ. of Chicago 
UC Davis 
Technical Univ. of Dresden

IPP 
King’s College London 
Lancaster Univ. 
Laurentian Univ. 
LIP Lisbon and Coimbra 
Univ. of Liverpool 
UNAM 

Univ. of Oxford 
Univ. of Pennsylvania 
Queen’s Univ. 
Queen Mary Univ. of London 
SNOLAB 
Univ. of Sussex 
TRIUMF

60 Canadian collaborators 
+72 International collaborators 
13 Canadian MSc and PhD students 
10 Canadian postdocs/RAs
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8B SOLAR NEUTRINOS MEASURED BY SNO+ WITH VERY 
LOW BACKGROUNDS 
       NOW EVEN LOWER BACKGROUNDS

M.  Anderson et al., (SNO+ Collaboration), 
“Measurement of the 8B solar neutrino flux with very low 
backgrounds”, Physical Review D 99, 012012 (2019)

presented at Neutrino 2020

new solar neutrino analysis with lower
backgrounds and energy threshold being 
completed…


